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Global Factories MDM (Medication Detection
Machine) now interfaced to all major Tablet
Packaging Machines.
Multi-dose packaging verification recognized as an important step in error prevention.
(June 2013) Crocus is pleased to announce that it has now interfaced the Global Factories MDM (Medication
Detection Machine), to all leading providers of ATP (Automated Tablet Packaging) machines, including: Tosho, Sanyo,
Yuyama, Takazono, Cretem and JV-Medi machines. In addition to these successful interfaces, the MDM now also
reads all forms of barcode styles, including Aztec .
Crocus was the first company to introduce a pouch verification system to the American market. Since this time, MDM
technology, which has been in use for over eight years around the world, has been implemented in 8 sites across the
United States. MDM remains the only patented medication detection machine available today, verifying over 1
Million pouches a day worldwide.
“We are thrilled that our message on patient safety with a focus on pouch verification is getting through to American
pharmacists.” states Crocus Medical. In addition, Crocus has also remained in a vendor neutral position, ensuring the
most advanced technology be available to anyone committed to patient safety, regardless of what tablet packaging
machine they are using.”
Introducing the Global Factories unit to the United States demonstrates our continued commitment to bringing the
latest and greatest in medication safety systems to our customers. You can always be assured that Crocus is on the
forefront of patient safety with respect to medication error prevention,
For more information on the MDM machine please visit the Crocus web-site www.crocusmed.com
About Crocus Medical Inc: Crocus Medical is dedicated to improving the safety of medication preparation and
administration. Open communication and transparent pricing is an essential aspect of our business dealings and we
work towards win-win outcomes for all parties. This approach to business; focusing on safe medication management
practices and open, collaborative relationships with our customers, has resulted in our systems being used in
countries all over the world. Call us to see why Crocus Medical can help you provide “Caring with Confidence”.
Email: info@crocusmed.com
Phone: 1888-9Crocus (1-888-927-6287)
About Global Factories: Global Factories is an innovative Dutch engineering-design and manufacturing
company. Specializing in development of products that are strategically important in their field. By combining a
range of technologies, our innovative developments create solutions that turn into market leaders. The company was
launched in 2000, and since then have been active in various fields, including safety and medical. We develop
product ideas from start to finish - engineering the concept, prototyping the model, and manufacturing the product.
Our team of engineers is creative, specialized, and flexible, with expertise in integrating internet technology and
software engineering. We welcome ideas for joint development and are keen to tackle problems that require an
innovative engineering solutions.
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